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to he a tremendous thing that everyone everywhere is going to be aware of.
immediate

That is the/first implication, but it is not necessarily the teaching of

this verse. We have to have the teaching of other verses to t1l us be

cause what this verse is saying is that there is going to be a resurrection

of the dead producd by Christ, and the shout of command wouldn't necessarily

even be1ard. by the living believers, as far as this verse is concerned. It

would accomplish its purose. The word of the Lord. goes out and it accom

DliShS that whereto He sends it but how much--when the Lord sum'oned Paul to

believe in Christ, the others on the road heard the scund but they didn't hear

the words. Well, flow would they necessarily have had. to 7 That, of

course, would be up to the Lord. He could work it any way He wanted to, but

we would, I svould think you might say that from the verse, the probability
44e4y-

we-14-.-44-wouldbe, say 6, , that everybody would hear it, but on the other hand. you'd.

say thr would be five that . That makes 11, doesn't it?

Maybe we ought to say 5* and 1. (Student) Well, let's make it 6 ani U.

Tow whether it is and U or 7 and 3 we can leave for furth'r study but we

do have to, with every one of these things, think, "What is the Durpose of it?"

The purpose of the verse here is to say that the dead in Christ will rise and

he has made no reference here to unblIevers nor has he as yet even made refer

ence to what is going to happen to believers, and we must say that whatever

this shout or voice has come Involved, .hether there are three different

things or whether they're one thing, they are effective for the purpose for

which they are planned.. Is that purpose to declare the joy of Christ? Well,

therE is nothing in the context to say they are. It's not just the Jo.' of

ei.iberance ; there's nothing to sugest that. Is there purpose

to strike terror to the hearts of unbelievers? There is nothing in the passage

to say any such thing. Is their purpose to notify the dead. that it is ti'e

for them to rise? That is at lest part offld. That's a thing that is stressed

here. Whether there is anything more, we'l]J othe. evi.ence. We certainly
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